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1 Introduction

Tolerance analysis is an important part of any lens design to ensure it's ready for manufacturing. This document
will walk you through how to con�gure a tolerance analysis in reTORT. The tolerancing wizard makes setup
fast and easy by automatically parameterizing common lens system properties for tolerancing, and generating
a tolerance analysis object. Custom modi�cations can be made to the generated analysis in order to tolerance
additional lens properties or change other settings, if desired.

For additional details on the tolerancing features available in reTORT/GEMSIF, refer to the �Tolerancing Wizard�
and �Tolerance Analysis� sections of the user manual. You can also view the documentation in reTORT via the
Help → Context Help menu option. The context documentation contains the same information as the user
manual, but displays the relevant documentation for objects/properties as you click on them.

2 Using the Tolerancing Wizard

First, we will demonstrate how to con�gure a tolerance analysis using the Tolerancing Wizard. The tolerancing
wizard can help automate the process of parameterizing system properties and con�guring results, and will
generate a tolerance analysis using those parameters. Instructions for creating a tolerance analysis from scratch
or making custom modi�cations to the generated analysis are given in Section 4. Additional information on the
tolerancing wizard can be found in the �Tolerancing Wizard� section of the user manual.

To open the tolerancing wizard, you can click the tolerancing wizard button in the toolbar, or select Tools →
reTORT → Tolerancing Wizard from the menu bar. You can also right-click the reTORT simulation and
select Tools → Tolerancing Wizard. Upon starting the wizard, an AutoToleranceAnalysis object will be
automatically generated.

Figure 1: Ways to start the Tolerancing Wizard.
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2.1 Tolerancing Wizard Parameters

The Parameters tab of the tolerancing wizard contains a list of system properties commonly used during an
optimization or tolerance analysis. The dropdown menu in the leftmost column determines whether each param-
eter is toleranced (�TOL�), compensated (�CMP�), or ignored (empty). Toleranced parameters will be perturbed
throughout the tolerance analysis. Compensated parameters will be optimized to minimize any performance
changes as a result of the perturbations. And any ignored parameters will not be used during the analysis. Mark
appropriately any system properties you want to tolerance or compensate. At least one toleranced parameter is
required to run a tolerance analysis. If the properties you wish to tolerance are not listed in the wizard, you can
read more about con�guring your own parameters in Section 4.3.

For any toleranced parameters, a gear button will also appear. Clicking this button will reveal distribution
settings for the parameter, which control the probability distribution used during a Monte Carlo analysis. More
information about these settings can be found in the �Tolerancing Wizard� section of the user manual, under
�Advanced Distribution Settings.� Default distribution settings can be found in the Settings tab (Section 2.2).

The Negative and Positive Change columns determine the maximum amount of deviation for each parameter.
These properties represent the maximum changes in the parameter, not the min and max parameter values them-
selves. For toleranced parameters, they indicate the limits of the tolerance range. For compensated parameters,
they de�ne the optimization range for the parameter during compensation. The Type column controls how these
ranges are de�ned. Most property tolerances are de�ned as direct changes to the parameter value (�Direct�). In
this case, the tolerance range must have units compatible with the parameter value. However, surface curvatures
can have their tolerances de�ned in terms of Power-Fringe, Radius, or Curvature. If a surface curvature is com-
pensated instead of toleranced, then �Curvature� is the only available option. Changing the selected Type will
automatically convert the current Negative/Positive Changes into the appropriate units.

Power-Fringe tolerances are speci�ed in numbers of fringes when compared with a test surface of the nominal
curvature. A single fringe is equivalent to a λ

2 change in the sag of the surface, where λ is the test wavelength,
and the sag is calculated at the test diameter. The test wavelength and test surface diameter are de�ned in the
Settings tab (Section 2.2). A positive fringe deviation moves the sag towards the back of the lens, which will
make positive curvatures more extreme, and will make negative curvatures �atter.

Radius tolerances are de�ned as a change in radius of curvature (units of length). A positive radius deviation
indicates an increase from the nominal radius of curvature, which will �atten a surface with a positive radius,
and will sharpen the curve of a negative radius.

Curvature tolerances specify a tolerance range in terms of change in curvature (units of inverse-length). The
positive deviation for such a curvature tolerance will sharpen the curve of a positive curvature, and will �atten a
negative curvature.

In Figure 2, we marked some thicknesses and surface curvatures to be toleranced. We also marked the last
thickness (the working distance to the image plane surface in the lens stack) to be compensated to counteract any
performance changes. The Negative/Positive Change columns were set to the desired tolerance and compensator-
optimization ranges.
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Figure 2: Tolerancing wizard parameters with various tolerances and a compensated working distance.

Figure 3: Lens stack surfaces showing working distance to image plane.

2.2 Tolerancing Wizard Settings

The Settings tab con�gures general tolerance analysis settings. Most importantly, it selects which analysis type
to run, which metric to measure during the analysis, and whether compensation optimizations are performed.
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The Analysis Type setting allows one or both of the Direct Sensitivity and Monte Carlo analysis types to be
selected. A Direct Sensitivity analysis helps identify the most sensitive tolerances by individually perturbing
each of the toleranced parameters to their most extreme values. In contrast, a Monte Carlo analysis randomly
perturbs all toleranced parameters at once, providing insight on a design's expected as-built performance and
manufacturing yield.

The metric used during tolerancing can be set to spot size, wavefront error, or MTF via the Metric setting.
There are also settings to control the focal plane used to compute the metric. If the tolerancing metric is set to
MTF, the MTF Spatial Frequency can also be speci�ed. Note that tolerancing MTF will take much longer
than tolerancing wavefront error or spot size, due to the computational intensity of the result. This is especially
true when compensations are enabled, because the MTF must be computed multiple times for each perturbed
simulation. Whichever metric is selected, the resulting performance cost is the sum of that result across all
wavelengths and incident angles. If you wish to use a di�erent metric or adjust how the performance costs are
computed, see Section 4.2.

If the Compensate Performance Changes setting is checked, then any compensated parameters (rows set to
�CMP� in the Parameters tab) will be optimized to minimize changes in the performance metric. Note that these
compensator optimizations will minimize the change in the tolerance metric compared to the nominal simulation,
but will not minimize the metric itself. Additional settings for these optimizations are available in the analysis
object's advanced properties (see the �Tolerance Analysis� section of the user manual).

If a Monte Carlo analysis is selected, then the number of perturbed simulations that will be generated is controlled
by the Number of Simulations setting. In addition, the default probability distribution used to generate the
random perturbations is set via the Default Distribution setting. Distributions can be set to �Uniform� (all
values are equally likely within the negative/positive tolerance range), �End-Point� (only the most extreme neg-
ative and positive changes are possible), and �Truncated Gaussian� (a normal/Gaussian probability distribution
truncated within the negative/positive tolerance range). The Default Std Deviation Factor setting controls
the spread of the truncated Gaussian distribution, with a higher factor creating a greater concentration around
the midpoint of the distribution. Additional distribution options can be set for individual parameters by clicking
the gear button in the Parameters tab (see Section 2.1).

And �nally, Test Diameter and Test Wavelength settings are available at the bottom of the tab. These
settings are used when de�ning surface curvature tolerances in terms of a fringe count. See Section 2.1 or the
�Deviated Tolerance Parameters for reTORT� section of the user manual for more information on fringes and
power tolerances.
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Figure 4: Tolerancing wizard settings with wavefront error selected.

3 Running a Tolerance Analysis and Viewing Results

After con�guring the settings in the tolerancing wizard, we are ready to run the tolerance analysis. Clicking the
Run Tolerance Analysis button at the bottom of the tolerancing wizard will run the generated AutoTolerance-
Analysis object. Alternatively, right-click the tolerance analysis object you wish to run in the model hierarchy,
and select the Run option. Messages in the status dock and the progress bar in the lower-right corner will display
information on the analysis progress. The analysis can be ended prematurely by clicking the stop button next to
the progress bar, or clicking the Stop Tolerance Analysis button at the bottom of the wizard.

Figure 5: Running a tolerance analysis.
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Figure 6: Status messages while running a tolerance analysis.

Figure 7: Progress bar during tolerancing.

To view the analysis results, right-click on the result you wish to view in the model hierarchy, and select Show
Table. Each analysis type will have its own history and summary results. The history tables display information
about the nominal simulation performance, and about every perturbed simulation that was examined during
the analysis. History tables also include the parameter values used for each perturbed simulation, as well as
the optimized values of any compensating parameters. The summary tables contain overall statistics about the
information shown in the history table, such as estimated cost and mean performance/cost change. For a Monte
Carlo analysis, the CumulativeProbability table lists the perturbed simulations in order of their performance,
as well as the probabilities of an as-built system having that performance or better. See the �Direct Sensitivity
Tolerance Analysis� and �Monte Carlo Tolerance Analysis� sections of the user manual for more information on
the data in each table.

Figure 8: Viewing a table of results.
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Figure 9: Partial example of a tolerance analysis history table.

Figure 10: Partial example of a tolerance analysis summary table.

Figure 11: Partial example of a Monte Carlo cumulative probability table.

3.1 Plotting Cumulative Probability

The CumulativeProbability result, enabled during a Monte Carlo analysis, contains the information required
to generate a cumulative probability plot. To create the plot, right-click on the Views folder under the reTORT
simulation in the model hierarchy, and select New 2D Plot. Then right-click the Traces folder under the plot
and add a New Trace.
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Figure 12: Creating a new 2D plot.

Figure 13: Creating a new plot trace.

In the trace's properties, click the Edit button next to Data Selection. Select the CumulativeProbability
result under the tolerance analysis from the popup window, and click OK. Then set the X-Data property to
�Cost�, and Y-Data to �Cumulative Probability�. If the tolerance analysis was run recently and the Cumula-
tiveProbability result has data, the plot should appear. If not, run the analysis now to compute the results.

Figure 14: Data �Edit� button on a plot trace.

Figure 15: Selecting cumulative probability result for trace data.
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Figure 16: Trace properties for cumulative probability.

To label the cost axis with the name of the result being toleranced, instead of the default �Cost�, check the
X-Label property in the Plot2DView's property editor, and enter the desired axis name.

Figure 17: Plot properties for cumulative probability.
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Figure 18: Example of a cumulative probability plot.

By default, the cost axis is displayed with the lowest cost on the left, and the highest cost on the right. For metrics
such as MTF where the tolerance analysis Cost Direction property is set to �Maximize�, it might be desirable to
�ip the cumulative probability plot so that higher values are on the left. To do this, check the X-Axis Reversed
property in the Plot2DView properties to invert the cost axis. We can also restrict the plot to only display MTF
values between 0 and 1, by checking the X-Limits option and setting the limits to �[0, 1]�. Figure 20 shows an
MTF cumulative probability plot with these options enabled.

Figure 19: X-axis plot properties for MTF cumulative probability.
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Figure 20: Example of an MTF cumulative probability plot.

4 Custom Tolerance Analysis Setup

The tolerancing wizard makes it easy to generate a tolerance analysis, but sometimes additional features are
required, such as tolerancing a custom metric, or compensating with lens properties not listed in the wizard. This
section describes how to set up a tolerance analysis by hand in order to con�gure those features.

Often, it's easiest to run the tolerancing wizard to con�gure the initial analysis, and make any custom modi�cations
afterwards, rather than creating the analysis from scratch. However, running the wizard a second time may cause
some custom modi�cations to be overwritten. Thus, it is recommended to either copy-paste or rename the
generated AutoToleranceAnalysis object, so the wizard will ignore it. The renamed tolerance analysis can
then be modi�ed without interference from the wizard.

4.1 Creating the Tolerance Analysis

Tolerance Analysis objects can be created by right-clicking theTolerance Analyses folder in the Model Hierarchy
dock underneath the reTORT simulation, and selecting New Tolerance Analysis. One or both of the Direct
Sensitivity and Monte Carlo analysis types may be selected. A Direct Sensitivity analysis helps identify the most
sensitive tolerances by individually perturbing each of the toleranced parameters to their most extreme values.
In contrast, a Monte Carlo analysis randomly perturbs all toleranced parameters at once, providing insight on a
design's expected as-built performance and manufacturing yield.

For each perturbed simulation in either a sensitivity or Monte Carlo analysis, additional parameter values can
be optimized to compensate for the change in performance. These compensator optimizations will minimize
the change in the tolerance metric compared to the nominal simulation (not the metric itself). Whether or not
these compensations are performed is controlled by the Compensate Performance Changes property, and
additional optimization settings are available in the advanced properties.
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Tolerance analyses also o�er a Cost Direction property, which controls whether the tolerance metric is higher
or lower for better systems. This setting a�ects as-built cost estimations and the computation of cumulative
probability. Because many tolerancing results, such as wavefront error and spot size, use lower values to indicate
better performance, the cost direction can normally be left at �Minimize�. For results such as MTF, where
higher values indicate better performance, it should be set to �Maximize�. For more information on the available
Tolerance Analysis settings and how the analysis types behave, see the �Tolerance Analysis� section of the user
manual.

Figure 21: Creating a new tolerance analysis.

Figure 22: Tolerance analysis properties.

4.2 Con�guring Results and Goals

A Tolerance Analysis object also requires a Goal object, which represents the metric/cost being toleranced.
Tolerancing requires exactly one goal, and if that goal refers to a result with multiple rows, it must use an
appropriate Cost Aggregation Function to combine the rows into a single cost. If multiple goals are desired,
they must be combined under a group goal, and the group must have an aggregation function to combine the
costs of the subgoals. We will show how to tolerance MTF as an example. Although the MTF metric is already
o�ered as an option in the tolerancing wizard, it still provides a good example of how to con�gure custom goals.

Before creating the goal, �rst con�gure the relevant results to which the goal will refer. Most lens results in
a reTORT simulation are generated by an Optical Output object, which can be created in the folder located
at reTORT → Results → RayResult → Outputs in the model hierarchy. While it tends to be safe to
enable extra results in the AutoOpticalOutput created by the optimization and tolerancing wizards, some
kinds of manual changes may be overwritten by or interfere with the wizards. Thus, although we could reuse the
AutoOpticalOutput for this MTF example, we will illustrate how to create a new Optical Output for reference.

First, right-click on the Outputs folder underneath the RayResult, and add a New Optical Output. By default,
the optical output computes its results at the location of the Image Plane surface in the lens stack. However,
results can also be computed at other focal plane locations, such as the minimum RMS spot size, or the location
of a lens stack surface other than the image plane. We can also con�gure how centroids are used when computing
results, by adjusting the Use Centroids for Spot Size Calculation and Enable Lateral Color Correction
properties. See the �Optical Output� section of the user manual for more information on the available output
con�guration options.
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Figure 23: Creating a new optical output.

To compute the MTF metric we will use for tolerancing, check the Compute MTF Value option under the
�Imaging Metrics� section in the optical output properties. Then set the desired spatial frequency in the MTF
Spatial Frequency �eld just below it. This will add theMTFValue result table under the optical output in the
model hierarchy. The MTFValue table contains one row for every ray bundle in the simulation (each wavelength
and incident angle), and computes the MTF values by performing a linear interpolation of the MTF trace for
each bundle. (To view the MTF trace for a system, use the MTF plotting wizard by selecting Tools→ reTORT
→ Create MTF Graph from the menu bar.)

Figure 24: Optical output properties with MTF value enabled.
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Figure 25: Example of an MTF value table.

Next, we con�gure the MTF goal. Right-click the Design Goals folder under the tolerance analysis in the model
hierarchy, and add a New Goal. Delete any pre-existing goals in the same folder. In the goal's properties, click
the Edit button next to Data Selection. Select the MTFValue result with your optical output's name under the
RayResult item in the popup window, and click OK. Then set the Data property to �Magnitude�. We will also
change the Comparison from �minimize� to �none�, since we want to tolerance the MTF values as they stand.
(Although �minimize� and �none� are functionally equivalent, the other comparison methods may alter the result
values for optimization purposes.)

Figure 26: Creating a new goal.

Figure 27: Data �Edit� button on a goal.
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Figure 28: Selecting MTF value result for goal data.

Once we select a result table using the Edit button, a list of column names with dropdown menus should appear.
Optionally, we can �lter which rows of the MTF table we want to tolerance by changing one or more of these
options from �Full� to �Single�, and specifying the value we wish to include. For instance, to only tolerance
the on-axis MTF, we could change the Theta item from �Full� to �Single�, and use the slider to select �0 deg�.
(These �ltering options work best if the result they reference has already been computed. Run the simulation
if necessary, and if the �lters still don't contain the expected raybundle values, refresh the property editor by
selecting a di�erent object in the model hierarchy, and re-selecting the goal.) These �ltering options are the
same ones that appear for a table view when you right-click a result and select Show Table; applying the same
�ltering options to such a table view can help visualize how the goal will behave.
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Figure 29: MTF goal properties.

To combine multiple MTF values from the result into a single cost, set theCost Aggregation Function property
to an appropriate operation. This property controls how the values in each row are combined into a single metric.
In Figure 29, the cost aggregation is set to �Mean�, and the theta �lter is set to only allow on-axis ray bundles,
so this goal will compute the average MTF over all wavelengths for the on-axis �eld.

If desired, a weight could be applied to the goal as well, or multiple goals could be collected under a single
Group Goal. For instance, if the metric we wanted to tolerance was a weighted combination of the on-axis and
o�-axis MTF values, we could assign a higher weight to the on-axis MTF goal, and create a second goal with
a lower weight that �ltered for an o�-axis theta value. Both goals could be collected under a group goal, with
an appropriate aggregation function set for the group. However, weighting and grouping multiple tolerance goals
can make the relationship between the tolerance cost and the performance of a system more complicated and less
intuitive. Thus, we will only tolerance the on-axis MTF for the example shown here. See the �Goals� section of
the user manual for more information on goals and their properties.

Figure 30: Tolerance analysis properties with cost direction set to �Maximize�.
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Because a higher MTF value indicates better performance, we also need to set the Cost Direction property on
the Tolerance Analysis object to �Maximize�. (Note that you should not set the goal's comparison to �maximize�
to accomplish this, because that would alter the MTF values for optimization purposes; we want to tolerance the
unaltered MTF values.)

Once the result, goal, and cost direction have been con�gured, we can move on to tolerances and compensating
parameters.

4.3 Con�guring Tolerances and Compensators

To �nish con�guring the Tolerance Analysis object, we must also create any desired Deviated Parameters (the
properties we will tolerance), and Compensating Parameters (any properties that can be adjusted during
compensation) in the folders underneath the analysis. The deviation and compensation objects will refer to
Parameter objects that can be created manually or through the tolerancing and optimization wizards.

4.3.1 Using Wizard-Generated Parameters

The optimization and tolerancing wizards can be used to automatically parameterize a variety of system proper-
ties. Those parameters can be reused when con�guring the tolerance ranges and compensator optimization ranges
for the tolerance analysis.

To open the optimization wizard, you can click the optimization wizard button in the toolbar, or select Tools →
reTORT → Optimization Wizard from the menu bar. You can also right-click the reTORT simulation and
select Tools → Optimization Wizard. If this is the �rst time running the optimization wizard for this �le,
select an optimization type and click OK in the popup dialog. Otherwise, open the Parameters tab and click
the checkbox next to any system properties you want to tolerance or use for compensation.

Figure 31: Ways to start the Optimization Wizard.
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Figure 32: First-time optimizer selection dialog.

Figure 33: Optimization wizard parameters with working distance and others selected.

To parameterize properties using the tolerancing wizard instead, run the wizard like in Section 2. In the Param-
eters tab, set the relevant system properties to be either toleranced or compensated as desired (�TOL� or �CMP�
in the dropdown menu on the left). If desired, the deviated and compensated parameter objects created under-
neath the auto-generated tolerance analysis could be copied into your manually-con�gured analysis. Otherwise,
the tolerances and compensators can be de�ned manually, as described in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4.

Both wizards will create parameters for any selected properties (visible in the Parameters and Actions dock),
and will automatically modify the simulation to use those parameters in the corresponding properties. This is
especially helpful for parameterizing surface curvatures, because the wizard will automatically parameterize a
surface's radius-of-curvature with a curvature parameter value, which is what we need for tolerancing. If the
properties you wish to tolerance are not listed in the wizard, you can read more about con�guring your own
parameters in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 34: Parameters generated by the wizards.

Figure 35: Lens stack surface parameterized by the wizards.

4.3.2 Creating Custom Parameters

Sometimes, it may be necessary to tolerance properties that are not listed in the wizards, or to optimize such
properties during compensation. To do this, we can create and apply our own Parameter objects, and refer
to them in the deviation and compensation objects, just like we would use wizard-generated parameters. To
illustrate, we will create a parameter for the e�ective focal length.

To create a new parameter, right-click in the Parameters tab of the Parameters and Actions dock, and
select New Parameter. Double-click the Name column to rename the parameter. Then double-click the Value
column to enter a value. To use the parameter, simply enter the name of the parameter in any property where
you could use the parameter's value. Parameters can also be used in place of a quantity as part of an expression.

Figure 37 and Figure 38 show a parameter being used for an optical output's e�ective focal length (distance from
the back principal point to the optical output's measurement plane). This parameter is used by a custom com-
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pensator object in Section 4.3.4 in order to optimize the e�ective focal length to compensate for any performance
changes. However, custom parameters can also be used in tolerance ranges, as described in Section 4.3.3.

Figure 36: Creating a new parameter.

Figure 37: Parameter for compensating e�ective focal length.

Figure 38: Optical output using EFL parameter for focal plane position.

Parameters can also be used to make tolerance con�guration easier. For instance, parameters could be used
to set the test wavelength and surface diameter for power-fringe tolerances. Any changes made to the test
wavelength/diameter will then only need to be made to the parameter, instead of updating each deviation indi-
vidually. The tolerancing wizard makes use of this by creating �AutoTolerance_TestDiameter� and �AutoToler-
ance_TestWavelength� parameters, which it uses in its auto-generated tolerance ranges.

Figure 39: Custom parameters for test wavelength/diameter values.
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Figure 40: Power tolerance using custom test wavelength/diameter parameters.

4.3.3 Con�guring Tolerances

To con�gure the tolerance ranges for the parameters that will be perturbed during the analysis, create a deviation
object for every parameter. Each deviation will be associated with a parameter, and de�nes the upper and lower
tolerance ranges to be used for that parameter (the maximum deviations that may be applied to the parameter
during analysis). If a Monte Carlo analysis is being performed, the random distribution used to perturb the
parameter can also be set. Right-clicking on the Deviated Parameters collection under the tolerance analysis
in the Model Hierarchy will display the types of deviations available.

Figure 41: Creating a new deviated parameter.

Power Fringe Deviations are used for surface curvatures. Their corresponding parameters must be curvatures
(with units of inverse-length), and their tolerance ranges are speci�ed in numbers of fringes when compared
with a test surface of the nominal curvature. In addition to the normal tolerance range properties, power-fringe
deviations also require the diameter of the test surface and a test wavelength. A single fringe is equivalent to a
λ
2 change in the sag of the surface, where λ is the test wavelength, and the sag is calculated at the test diameter.
A positive fringe deviation moves the sag towards the back of the lens, which will make positive curvatures more
extreme, and will make negative curvatures �atter.
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Figure 42: Power deviation properties.

Radius Deviations are also used for surface curvatures. However, instead of fringes, they specify their tolerance
ranges in terms of a change in radius of curvature (units of length). Like power deviations, they also require
curvature parameters with units of inverse length. A positive radius deviation indicates an increase from the
nominal radius of curvature, which will �atten a surface with a positive radius, and will sharpen the curve of a
negative radius.

Figure 43: Radius deviation properties.

Simple Deviations are used for other toleranced properties, such as thicknesses and material coe�cients. They
can be used with parameters with any units, and specify their tolerance ranges in the same units as the parameter.
When used with surface curvature parameters, they specify a tolerance range directly in terms of a change in
curvature, rather than converting it to fringes or a change in radius. The positive deviation for such a curvature
tolerance will sharpen the curve of a positive curvature, and will �atten a negative curvature.
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Figure 44: Simple thickness deviation properties.

Figure 45: Simple curvature deviation properties.

After creating the relevant deviation, select the corresponding parameter from the Parameter dropdown in the
deviation's properties. Then set the tolerance ranges in the Negative and Positive Deviation properties; these
properties represent the maximum changes in the parameter, not the min and max parameter values themselves.
When using a power-fringe tolerance, you will also need to set the test diameter and test wavelength. Finally,
the distribution used to generate random perturbations should also be con�gured when running a Monte Carlo
analysis.

See the �Deviated Tolerance Parameters� and �Deviated Tolerance Parameters for reTORT� sections of the user
manual for more information on deviated/toleranced parameters.

4.3.4 Con�guring Compensators

Compensated parameters are used to con�gure which property values can be optimized to minimize any per-
formance changes during a tolerance analysis. Compensation is not required for an analysis, so these can be
skipped if desired. Just like with deviations, right-click on the Compensating Parameters folder to create a
compensation object for every parameter you wish to optimize.
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Figure 46: Creating a new compensated parameter.

After creating a compensation object, select the corresponding parameter from the Parameter dropdown in the
object properties. Then set the max positive/negative changes allowed via the Max Positive/Negative Com-
pensation properties (these represent maximum changes in the parameter, not the min/max values themselves).
Like with simple deviations, the changes must have the same units as the parameter value.

Figure 47 shows a compensator object for optimizing the e�ective focal length parameter created in Section 4.3.2.
Once any desired tolerances and compensators have been con�gured for the tolerance analysis, it can be run by
right-clicking the analysis in the model hierarchy and selecting the Run option as described in Section 3.

Figure 47: EFL compensator properties.
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